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Stud·e:nts VVelghinonNSU's' New Shuttl·eSystem
Naida Alcime
Staff Writer.
One of the campus Shuttl~~ihath~§~~t~de(rthierJoJtes; " The newshiJWethatt~1nsP'()~tsstudent;;'~oand from the Rolling Hills Residence:Hall.
"Ii.
On Oct. l,the Office ofFacilities
Management (OFM) released its "new and
improved" campus and§sidential Shark
Shuttle Bus System.
The new Shark Shuttle.hlIsextended
its route, which will n~\V ihclude trips. to
Publix and the Broward MallftomRolling
Hills and. Leo Goodwin residellcehaUs.
. The schedule has also improved such that a
shuttle win pass every 10 minutes.
Up until now, therehaveheen
complaillts aboutthelimited routes artd
.the long bus-stopwaits. 'Tvebeen really
dissatisfied with our shuttlesetviCe," said
'. Velinir Seignon, resident stllclentandlegal
studies major. "ldon't have a car, so I rely
on the shuttles heavily. I justwish they
would d()so~ethiIlgabotltthis problem to
helpustiut." .' . .
Sentiments like these have been
expressed.by •.membersd'the N:SU
cPrnmun#""ho have ~ddenthe Shark
Shuttles.Thisisespecially truefQr resident
students,:Whoaccprding to NSUroies 'are
onlypeirllitted to park'in th~ir designated
parking lots.Thatleaves ~6stresident
students with the choiceoftakmg the
shuttles or walking.
"It's a bit ofa walk," saidNillit Shah,
aresidenthiologymajor, who~~Fented
on the distance between herdbffils and her
classes. "In the paSt I've chosento walk
instead ofwaitillg on the shuttle.because
ftwouldtake even-longer.And since it
takf:smeaboutlO minutes to getto class,
sornetimes Ihav-e" to leav~lI.b~>ut15 minutes
earlytornake it ontime."
However,. for other students whochos,e
not to ,walk the l0:tlg distances, the Shark
Shuttl~isthe only other option. For this
reaso,~;~U's 9F¥sough.t to impro".f
·thesy~m.
Earl McGuire, the new Shark Shuttle
Shuttle Page 2
,HlstoryMade in
200·8 Eledion
,WilD WillbellieBilllst loser;»
Alexis Irias
'. Naida Alcim,e
Staff Writer
StaffWriter
Biggest Loser Page 2
on a challenge with full force.
Through NSU's ,Biggest Loser,
participants learn how to take control of
their health and make a lifelong change to
. improve andmaintaill their well-being. If
selected for the'program, participants
. receive a great deal
ofhelp ill reaching
'their goal. Throughout
their challenge, they .
work with a certified
personal trailler as
well~~tional
counSeling anq
motivational coachillg.
"SiJlce the program ended May 7, I've
lost another Hpoimds, down to 145. I
wasasize12; down to it size.6! And my
NSU'sBiggest LoSer willbe back
for its third year in January 2009. This.
,initiative helpsilldividuals not onlyloose
weight butlowei their blood pressure,
reduce their heart rate and many'other
health benefits that come along with a
healthy diet and
.constant exercise:
"1 used to.get
exhausted just
thinkiJ
~~~<"'"t~atingn:ei '. _ .
SO lnever did,"
commented Le8h GQldberg, Assistant
Director of theOffice ofUndergraduate
Admissions, on her challenge at NSU's
Biggest Loser 2008. ''NSU's Biggest Loser
was challenging from the very beginning.
Luckily I am the type ofperson that takesElection Page 2
However,
this was not the
only historic.al
'event which'
~lopkpiace that
:\l44y. The 2008
electorate'has
;.seen a recO(d
increase ill
early voting'
,m,Idgtmerf4
v<iter turilciut,
~well~sihthe'y~uth
, . voter tw,;nput. '
According to Holly Teresi of theYouth
Vote Cp~ition, "21.million people ,ages
r
~th~,;r
presi4ential'
election behilll:1 ,,~.
us, peopl~jn th "
NSU communi,
are still talking "'",~i
about the histonc
election that
< pll!-~o).lNQ~.;;
~:·····,:j:11,., ..~:.·•..••....:..·•.,
~, campalgnmg;
, American people
have spoken and:
BaraCk Ooama
will be the 44th'pr~sidentofthelJmt~d
.States ofAmerica. History waSlnad~as
Obama became the first African,A.tnencan
to be elected as President.
If you would like to write for The Current, please
contact Laura Starr at nsunews@nova.edu
to set·up an appointment.
Are you a communications major?
Are you considering a career in journalism?
Then come improve your writing skills at
The Current!
Shuttle Page 1
Manager, is responsible for implementing
the recent changes. "When I came in
this year, the phones were ringing off the
hook every day," said McGuire. "There
were lots of complaints about the service,
which is why we're making all of these
improvements. This thing is a work in
progress and is far from done." McGuire
went onto encourage all students to learn
the new bus routes and schedules.
When asked about the progress of the
shuttle system McGuire said, "Well for
one, the phones stopped ringing! But if I
could say anything to the students I'd say
be patient with us because this is just the
beginning. We have 11 new buses coming
by December and have' got plans to create
a new GPS system that lets students use
their blackberry's to see where the
buses are."
How visible are the changes, though?
For one, the green and orange Rolling Hills
Express shuttles are hard to miss. Shah
further commented on the positive changes
she had seen regarding the shuttle service.
"For us college students, time is money.
I'm thankful that I'm getting to my classes
much quicker because the buses are more
efficient."
NSU shuttle service is available for
free to all NSU students, faculty, visitors
and staff. However, riders making any
connections to Broward County Transit
routes are expected to pay the appropriate
fee. For security purposes, NSU patrons
are required to present their NSU
SharkCard IDs when boarding from off-
campus locations.
For maps and more information about
the NSU Shark Shuttle System routes,
please visit the OFM website at
www.nova.edu/facilities/shuttle.html or
contact the office at (954) 262-8871.
Election Page 1
18 to 29 voted in Tuesday's elections, not
including absentee ballots." Teresi noted
that this many young people haven't voted
since the 1972 presidential election.
Amy Kwolek of the Michigan Daily
Newspaper reported that the number of
youth voters at the polls increased by 4.6
million since the 2000 election-with the
turnout rate rising from about 42 percent to
52 percent.
No other election in recent history has
. motivated the American people as much
as this one has. Rita Guirguis, a third year
biology major at NSU, attributes this to
the higher stakes in this election that will
substantially affect the next generation.
"This election hits home more,
especially with this economic crisis-
everyone is struggling. Also, more people
are interested because there are much more
controversial issues on the ballot this year
that people care about," said Guirguis.
Sarah Makar, also a third year biology
major and McCain supporter, feels the .
high voter turnouts can be solely attributed
to Barack Obama. "Honestly, I think it's
because ofObama," said Makar. "Not only
has he made history by being the U.S.'s
first black President, but he reached out to
people in all demographics. His speeches
were moving and inspirational to people in
every age group."
Through the Office of Student Leader-
ship and Civic Engagement, an NSU
initiative called "step iT up" did its own
part to increase voter participation. Shane
Johnson founded the initiative in the fall of
2007 in hopes of informing the
NSU community about how, when and
where to vote.
The purpose of the initiative was to
educate, engage and empower the NSU
community through a non-partisan political
initiative. With help from the Broward
Supervisor of Elections, the initiative
reached its goal by successfully registering
between 300 and 400 people and taking
about 50 students to vote early.
Cody Peters, second year biology
major, was one of many whom "step
iT up" took to the polls. "By providing
much-needed transportation, 'step iT up'
helped the NSU community, as it increased
our likelihood of voting," said Peters. "I
am enriched to be an American Citizen
because I know that my vote had an impact
on the American Government. It was
fulfilling to vote for the first time and I
thank 'step iT up' for helping me do that."
NEW 2008
Hyundai
Santa Fe
(g]H:ONDA.
Cars 8 Cycles
~u~~ca~
1-15 at Griffin Road
Sales Hours: Mon. - Sat 9·9pm • Sun. 11·7pm
(8) HYUnDRI
1-75 Between Griffin
& Royal Palm
Sales Hours: Mon. - Sat 9·9pm • Sun. 11·7pm
Acura
TSX
It
@ACURA
(8) HYUnCRI
441 at Sunrise Blvd.
Sales Hours: Mon, - Fri. g·gpm I Sat, g·6pm I Sun, 12·5pm
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Monday
Nov. 10
"My Strange and Wonderful
Florida"
Patricia Wickman, Ph.D., will give a
lecture surrounding the geography and the
land of Florida. The lecture will begin at
10 a.m. in the Lifelong Learning Institute,
located at 3424 South University Drive in
Davie, FL. For more information, please
call (954) 262-8471.
Tuesday
Nov. 11
"Posing Off: Performance
and Body Language on the
Jamaican Stage"
Andrea Shaw, Ph.D., assistant professor
at NSU, will look at reggae dancehall
album covers and discuss the seductive
yet indifferent ways that the bodies pose
for the camera. This lecture will take place
at 12 p.m. in Room 240 of the Parker
Building. For more information, please
contact Jim Doan, Ph.D., professor in the
Division of Humanities, at
doan@nova.edu.
3301 College Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796
(954) 262-8455
nsunews@nova.edu
Lucky 13 - "It's Never 2 Early
2 Plan for the Future"
Stop by Room 3049 of the Carl DeSantis
Building for information about the
different career services offered through
the Office of Career Development. The
event will begin at 12 p.m. For more
information, contact Dalis Dominguez at
dalis@nova.edu.
Wednesday
Nov. 12
Career Management at NSU
The H. Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship and
the Office of Career pevelopment will
host an interactive reception and career
management discussion by the Wharton
Club of South Florida. The reception will
begin at 6 p.m. in Room 1034/l035 and
will be followed by a panel discussion at 7
p.m. in the Knight Auditorium. For more
information, contact the Office of Career
Development at (954) 262-7201.
Advertising Information:
(954) 262-8461
Fax (954) 262-8456
knightad@nova.edu
Thursday
Nov. 13
Debate Between NSU
Students and Great Britain
Students
Farquhar College ofArts and Sciences
will sponsor an exhibition debate titled
"The United States Should Cease Acting
As the World's Moral Police." The debate
will be between students from the British
National Debate Team and undergraduate
students from NSU at 5 p.m., in the
second-floor gallery ofAlvin Sherman
Library. For more information, please
contact Jennifer Reem at
reemj@nova.edu.
~I~
---NOVA SOUTHEASTERNUNIVERSITY
Friday
Nov. 14
"The Dining Room"
The Farquhar College ofArts and
Sciences Division of Performing Arts will
showcase A.R. Gurney's "The Dining
Room," which explores the decline of
the dining room as the center of family
relations. The NSU production will
feature eight student actors who will
depict 58 different characters in different
time periods, from the 1930s to the
present. The production on Nov. 14, 15
and 20 - 22 will begin at 7:30 p.m. For
reserva~ions,please e-mail nsutheatre@
nova.edu or call (954) 262-8179.
Taking a Chance
Annarely Rodriguez
Freelance Writer
Office of Residential Life and
Housing Hosts 10th Annual
Off-Campus Housing Fair
Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor
Tuesday Nov. 4 was a historical day in
United States history. In an election that
broke voter records, Americans chose their
first African-American President. 'So on
Election Day, Lucky 13 put on a lecture to
raise awareness of what happens when you
do not vote.
In partnership with the student initiative
"step iT up." Lucky 13 took registered
students to vote in Shark Shuttles. For
those who did not vote or had already done
so, they brought Brad Williams, Dean of
Student Affairs to raise awareness of what
happens when you do not vote.
"How do you get someone interested
in something they've always had?" asked
Williams rhetorically about democracy.
Williams started his lecture with a brief
history of the role of schools in democracy.
He also brought a game to obtain students'
feedback on several proposed legislations.
"Take a Chance" consisted of a "craps
t~ble" on which students would roll dice
and get a card with the number they rolled.
Each card had a legislation which was
proposed either on state or national level.
Every time a student got a card it was read
out loud and everyone voted thumbs up or
down depending whether they agreed
or not.
The game got very heated at some
points because students discussed their
reasons for voting a certain way. Some
of the legislations included lowering
the drinking age to 18, whether the
government should be allowed to view
social networking pages to prevent
terrorism, lowering the speed limit of
highways to 55 miles per hour,' '
among others.
In a solemn moment, Dean Williams
took time out,of the game to show and
explain to students the struggle through
which women suffered only 88 years ago
in order to have a voice in this country
and vote.
The lecture, which was,designed so that
students do not take democracy for granted
was a nice change for students'. "We
learned about how people struggled to get
us where we are and Dean Williams kept
our attention engaged the whole time. It
was great. It wasn't boring because of the
game. I wouldn't have changed anything,"
said freshman
Anthony Garcilazo.
The next Lucky 13 will be called "It's
Never 2 Early 2 Plan 4 the Future." It will
be held on Nov. 11 at 12:00 p.m. in Room
3049 of the Carl DeSantis Building. For
more information, you may contact Dalis
Dominguez, Ph.D., at (954) 262-8485.
On Nov. 6, the Office of Residential
Life and Housing put together an off-
campus housing fair designed to give
students the opportunity to meet with
realtors and leasing agents in the Broward
County area.
"The idea is to get property
development and community partners
to have a first-hand interaction with the
students," said Jamie Rodriguez, Graduate
Assistant for Housing. "We want them to
know that they (property development and
community partners) are here to work with
them and offer them discounts," she said.
According to Rodriguez, discounts could
include waiving the application fee for
NSU students.
The participating communities at the
fair included Grove East in Plantation,
Camden Apartments and
Whispering Palms.
"We are very close by to the university,
and we would like to offer our services
to students at a low price," said Angie
Peralta, community manager for Sawyer
Realty Holdings, a company that manages
Whispering Palms.
Present at the fair was Jennifer Joseph,
president of the Commuter Student
Organization (CSO). "The realtors are
very nice and have a great connection with
the students," she said. "They are always
willing to give things to the students."
Since the event is mainly geared to
commuter students, Joseph used it as an
opportunity to inform students about CSO.
"We want to recruit members and let them
know about what we offer," said Joseph.
Freshman Tiahana Douglas found the
fair to be helpful. "It's really nice," she
said. "They have a lot of nice apartments
available for students. Nova spoils us, and
they are always trying to help us, even if
we don't live on campus."
For more information about off-campus
housing, contact Jamie Rodriguez at
yaileimy@nova.edu. For more information
about CSO, contact Jennifer Joseph at
josephje@nova.edu.
Camden housing representative, Brooke Middleton, and senior psychology major,.
Ivan M., exchange information on potential residency for next semester.
Freshman Adrian Patron roil'S the dice as part of "Take a Chance."
Mentor/Tutor/Guide
Position available part-time to provide emotional support/guidance
for two bright children (14 & 16) in meeting the demands of high
powered regular ED private school. One child is dyslexic!ADHD
Mon - Fri 6-9 p.m. - Hollywood area
Contact: mailbox3302l@gmail.com
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SAVE $2.00
on your next meal on campus
with a minimum purchase of $4.99
Valid at any location on NSU main campus
all weekend long (Saturday and Sunday)
-------------•
I
I
I
I
I
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Looking for a way to sell your stuff?
Then advertise in the Classified Section ofThe Current!
Sell your books, furniture or even your tutoring skills.
Prices sta~ as low as $5 and cash, check or credit card excepted..
Contact our Business Manager by phone at (954) 262-8461 or e-
mail at Knightad@nova.edu.
·
·
.....................................................................................
This coupon has a$2.00 discount value with a
minimum purchase of $4.99. Simply
present this coupon to the cashier to redeem.
limit one per person
Valid from November 11 through 17,2008
No cash value and to be presented at time of
purchase.
o
o
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·NISAlo·Host
Inlernalional
SI..clellls'·Week
.~.
Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor
Flick On the Fielcl
"Iron Man"
Alexislrias
Staff Writer
-
From Nov. I? ::23; Nova Internati~)'hal . students can gather and network on The
StudentAssociation (NlSA) will celebrate Flight Deck P~tio in an informal setting.
diversity at NSU. NISA will also host a trip to South Miami
"[International Students' Week] is to Beach on Nov. 22 at 10 a.m. This trip
recognize the presence and contribution. .will allow students to have fun in an off-
of international students at NSU/' said campus setting and enjoy the sights that
RonaldMabunga, GraduateAssistantfor South Beach has to offer. -
Inttmllltional,$tudentAffairs. He added International Students' Week ~~ll
that there are about 1,000 international come to a close with an International
students who attend NSU, either online or Thatiksgiving D.inner in the atrium of
at one of the campuses. "The mereract that the Carl DeSantis Building on Sunday'
they chose NSU to study is a contribution," Nov. 23 at 5 p.m. This eventis designed
said Mabunga. to give internationalstuden!s the chance
NISA has collaborated with several . to leamand be a part of the American
offices on·campus to put this week Thanksgiving tradition. The eventwill aiso
together. These offices include the Office fe~turepeFfortnances fromthe NSU Vocal
of Career Development, International Ensemble. Mabunga ~xpectsthat over 100
Students and Scholars and Student students will attel).dthe event.
Financial Services and Registration. Tho~ believes that International
International Students' Week will· Students' Week is important for , /
feature both educationaIand soCial services international students. "[International
to sU!dents. The educational events will Students'WeekJis a time when we can
take place on Nov. 17, 18, 19 and 21 celebrate the sacrifices we have made by
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 1047 ofthe Carl leaving Qwhomes, our friends and our
DeSantis Building. These events will . .... fap:rili~to seek out something better. It is
'provide international students with career at~eWhe~ we can bask in the glow of
infonnationand tips that they <:an use' to,,' ". . all ttiethings we have achieved in the time
improve their resumes. The wl;lJ:ksh?!'!'tvill_we4a"eb~en here. In addition, it is a time
also proyidethemwlth .informa{ioll,.~hth~..."Y~~e;,¢~showcasethe~r~rse~ulture>.'
H-IB Visa~and waystosecure~pl~YJlle.tlt;" an4il1e~,:6f~l1I'bi~plac~~:takinga:,.,;/
-,after gfa.dli~titlri;"",x""')::71;~~'~~:~'~~JJ)!~j."~~t~ii~t1l~?W!l<iffi1iy:iiot1Si~i'!
Belinda Thomas, President:of~S,A",wb,~~.e"-are from andwhatmakes us who
thinks that. the workshops willbe_,Q~J),eficia17,we~e.J~ook forward to seeing everyone
to students. "The inform~tion,thll.t~ill . '~~reaswe celebrate this moment in time,"
be presented at the workshops beiDg held stated Thomas.
during this week is ofcritical itnportance Fora complete list of events, or
to all international students," saidThornas. . JoRSVP, contact Ronald Mabunga at
Social events include NSU Sub- ' 'mabunga@nova.edu, or Belinda Thomas at
Thursday at 11 a.m. on Nov. 20, where all tbelinda@nova.~du.
On Nov. 4, NSU's Student Union Board
(SUB) hosted"Flickonthe Field"in front of
The Commons ResidentialHall Court Yard.
Almost 100 students and staff gathered
arouna to watch "lronMant a 2008
superhero film based onthe Marvel Comics'
character, directed by Jon Favreau.
Thenimstars RobertDowney Jr; as
,Tony Stark, a, billionaire industrialist and
master engineer with a plethora or playboy
, viCes who builds a 'p<>wered exoskeleton
~dbec,oinesthe,teclui91ogically advanced
sUperh~(),lron,Man'~' '
"IronMan was such a cool movie, I saw
it once already bilt I couldn't deny myself
to watch it over -and over, again," said
sophomore Nella Lara.
Students . were .gathered around on
blankets,and lawn chairs to enjoy the movie
while SUBserved soillis, chips and popcorn.
The. night ended', pleasantly and left those
movie lovers wanting more~ .' . '
"lwi,sh SOl3 does-this .·more often! It
was so nice'to see so many people gathered
aroUIid •together watching a.movie," said
soph(),mordJ0Jm RMbinoY, a biology1I!ajor,.
Boost yourGPAI We're talking
about your Graduation Plan of
Attack-Do it with 100,%Tuition
,'. '. . . '. ~': " ...
ASsistance,loW-costhealthcare,
"asupplemental paycheck, a
cweer jump ~rt, andup to a$.20,000bonus forspecmc
. 'jobs. All this asamemberofthe AirForceReServe with no
priormilitaryexf>erl~ncerieeded. .' . '.'
'~':;-';i'i:j;"-\:;., '. '. .
'·"ILAIf'ir=OACE
·:····/RESERVE
AFRes.erve.com/TalkToUs
.'ell'sBasketball Rowing Regatta
.Photos courtesy ofAngelica Garcia
Chris. Balaban
Staff Writer
. J;; .... :1'
N()VA.~•.-...-.-;/
M:.~YOURWAY
Fan IIIhe Weell
,-
Senior dance major, Jimmi Singh~ sported a stylishjersey
on his way to support NSU's men's andwomen~s soccer
team. Singh's passionfor dance and theatrics,combined
with his outstanding support for Sharks Athletics makes him
.NSU's "FANQFIHEWEEKpOc;:,,:<.,
';) ''';. ,-":,{::'i,".' . ',,'- -':" ",>~':: ".:.,,~; . -",~',
=::::1:: t:
..... ".,.. ,$~·}r.. i.i/;:;i~f}'~·
l>TStJ~~:.votnen'~~?wirtg te~c .
competed on Nov.l,fortheir&~Ond
race of the 2008Jall.season.in lt1i'i-meet
against the University ofMiami and Barry
University. HoWever, incontraStto their
usual.performance, the Sharks did not
come to much success.
The Sharks'Varsity 8+ 'A' boat finished .
with a time of 17:15.5 in the 5K race .
to. place them fOl!$ while the 'B' boat
finished just. behind with a time Of 17;50.9
to tak~Jifth. ..../. .' .. , .•...
V~ity 4+boatbattled it 0llibn a 4K
racecourse: 'Oie SharkS' 'A: boat Came in
fOl!$with~timeof 15:44.(j while the 'c'
boat overpowered the 'B' boat tofinisli
sixth and eighth respectively.
Although the Sharks Were disappointed
with their overall plaCement in the regatta,
.the team stated thatthey know they have
a 10tJo work on, but they are all willing
to put in the time and effort because they
know.~tiswhat it ~es to win and they
belie~they are wbuters." . .
c'''':\''._-' : ", :","j5:;;:.'o-:,
five minutes left, 51-50. . •..•...•.
. FlU managed to tie the gani~upat
57 a piece; and with just 30 seC,bods left,
Go. Panther Matt Domingez sunk a
crucial thieecpoint.shot for the·viCtory:
Freshman Iran Hollis leadt1?-e S~li(ks
withlO rebounds and nice poirits f?llowed
by fellow freshman Teddy Tassywith nine
pointS, all co~gfrOtrlthree point'shots,
;cNSU9R~ the regull:lrseas?nat 5:00
p;~ onNov~5'vs.S0l.1tJ1emAIkansas itf
the West Florida Classic in Pensacola, Fla,
'. '.' " ' ":.TraneIiMesa
" "'-.;" ~; >X,';;;~';:/,-';;,:,h~- : '';'::,~'f~-''~,;~ _ '_~~ "~"'~'~~~:~~~';;;i-",':'
.. ·)t,;,
NSU's men's basketball team tookon
Florida International University on Nov. 6
in an exhibition game which allowed the
Sharks to see some qualitY competition
before the regular season begins later
this month.
The Sharks didQ't get offto the best
start as theystruggled~ith the spe,d of
FIU?sGoldenPanther's, takingthem into
the hlili·aJ'A·\·ti'h ··.oiniS 35~24. NSU·>.~Y. "P'" ' "kickegofftfi¢'~~cotl({lUt1t'in a much t1eiter
directibn taUyingtogether '51:"points to take'
the lead for the first time mthe game with
Sophomoe Alex Gynes prepares to pass the ball to sophomore Ross Allsop.
'"

.~-'
'call"ball Mien's Soccer
Tranell Mesa
SPQrt~ Editor .
Tim Coenraad
Staff WrJter
Sharks' volleyball (20;~;8-5 SSC) . ,with R:uiz, Junior Jenerra McGruder (12),
continued on with their dazzling season on seJlior Melinda Gorman. (16)and.:freshn;ian
Nov.·l as they upset SSe nvals, the·No. Molly Sig~rich(5) adding 12; 12,.10 and
5 University ofTampa SPartans, for th~ 10 kills each." ....:.. . , .....
first time in NSUhistory in a thrilling five .' J~defensivespeci~istAlison
game match. Later in th~ week theSharks . Kalish (1) putori a great defensive.disPlaY
fell .to BarrYUniverSitythreegam~ t() .... . . witb.20~gs for the inatch:: .. . .'. "..
none.lW-d were unableto 'Overcome. the No. ..Despitethe~thteel)etsto no~defetlt.
13 Florida Southern Moccasmson ." to13anyUniveisity,":M9Gru<ier(12).'lootlle'
Nov. 7,3-1.·' .•... "•.... ' .'. .,.. . ...••... Sharkswifuninekilll),foUoweaby1{uiz
AfterfallingtoTainpa's SPartans in ".,. .'.(6)~<!'seJlior(;fu1s~a ChuQb (7) with·S
.the first two gaines the Sharks retaliated to :kil1$'~h.,
steal away at4ir<i gatne Victory courtesY-of .'.NStlcaiDeoulfiting illthe fjrstset
sophoniorePaoia Ruii (6)'Who. registered . againstthe'1lati?nallyrat1ke~~oc~ins
four kills. The'matcbwas alltie.d up after . 'gQmg 9J1 an,Jl"P11]1i~()$:ttthes(:~ as,the-NSUwon the f0urlligame;.taking the ..•.... Sh.8rkstooJcthes"et25-15:H9WeV~~$.e
Sharks10 a fifth game where theirprevt()us Moccasins would answerbaekbYtakfug'
two Wins would fuefthemto Seize the - ': : the n.extthreesets to~ealthewin.
win, 16~14. Carle (~)wouldonceagaiillead the
Senior Emily Carle(2)remained ''hot'.' .'Sharks with J 01d11S'withGpt;n1atl{16}
on the court, tallying up atotalQf18 kills ad.din.g'si~,andsopn0.tIi0redefensive.
to g() along with six blocks as wellf\Sf01J1' specfalistKflthleenYQny(ll) canle up ,
other Sharks totaling double figure kills : .... with 13 digs; , .
. NSU women's soccer seniormidfielder StephanieQuinpnes (8)
was named to the All-S~C Secpnd Team aswella~tothe ESN the
Magazine/CoSIDAAcademicAll-DistrictFitst.Tea:m:
QuinoneS finishes .lIer NSU careerliedatJ5for themost assiSts
NSlJpr.Qgr~historyand. Was\al~·~Q:og the.leMersJn total ...·: ..
NSl]'smen's-soccerteam (10-9-1;
3-6-1)complet~dtheir regular season on
. Nov. 1, seniornight;'with aJoss~othe No,
2 Lynn Univ~rsity FightingI<ni~ts by; a'
scoreof3-2. ' '., •.
With the exciteriJ,entoftheir. lastho~e
gaIlleofthe se1iSon ~'the air,theShlll'ks
jiunpe<iouto~top With.a.0ne~goal lead'
when juniQrRomam Onteniente (10)
blast.eda,2?~yard free kick into theJow~r
·right comer, giving NSUaJ-O leadat
theha.lL. .
.Jus(two tninutes intoth~.second half
sopllomore~eraig~eenighan(8) and Juan
Gonzale~(16) wer~credited for an assist
on agoalscored by'sophomoreAlyHassan
.(9) to putNsu up 2~0.
However, seconds later Lynnwould-cut ,
theirdeficit in llalf as the Sharks ~~:iiceded
.a goal to,make the score 2-1. Lytm would
then go on to scoretwQ goals over the,
course of 10 minu~es;givingthema 3:2
lead which was held onto for fhevictory.
NSU'slastgame ofthe,season would
come in the sseCOiIference Tournament
qUlUter~:final on-Nov, 4 as they dosed their
2008 seasonwjtha loss to the fourth-
seeded.Saint·Leo UniversitY bya
score 3-1.
On.teniente (10) was honoredwiili
a First Team All-Sse selection fOr
the second year ina row as he led the
Sharks witli·U_assists, scored nine goals,
iJic1udingtwo gainewinJlersas well as
tallYing 29 points on the regular season.
SPORTS COR~ER WORD FIND
UJ>/l)OWN: \
lama member of the men's soccer team., You willsee me,gnthe field wearing No. 16 while playing
in the, tnidfield. Iwas born inColombiit'. . .
ANSWER:.Sophomore, lUanGonzalez
lam the goal keeper for the women's soccer team. You will see me on the field wearing No. 1. I am
ali athletic training Illajol,'. Myfavorite thing to do is play any and all sports, alleday,
every'day!
ANSWER: Junior, Megan Kim
.·c ,
I ani a member ofthe women'sg-oss country team. lami,~iology/p;re-medmajorand hope ofone
day becoming ano$opediG surgeon.J.believemy best-asset to the team. is my personality.
~SWER:Fresbman,ApriIFarrell'
ACR.OSS: '"
lam'a four-yearmemberoffue wlnnen's rOWing t~. Iamthesttoke seat for the Varsity 8+.
I am·anoccupational therapy-ina]?r; lbe!ieve my best.assets to the team are my willpower and
leadership. " .'
ANSWER: Senior,Rachel Gatbaj
lJl»lDQWN
,-.:.." . - . . ..' ~.' ~. . .' . - - . ..'
I am a member of the women's basketball team' YO\l~llseeme onthe court in the
guard/forward position wearing No. 5.1l1ll16-feettah.lam-frqmEranc;e.
I am a member of the women~s voll~baUteam. Y()uwilll)eemeonthe~ourtasa setter.
lwelll' No. 15. J-amanelementaryedu~8tioniD.ajor. .
I am a memberoftheme~'sba~ket~all team. You will see me'inthe courtWeariJ1g}jo.
23. I am6~feet;8~inches tall. 1 aut from South Australia~Whenl grow upJwant to be a .
pro~essional R6ck 8ahd drumm~r. -. . . . '.'
;,.
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.Answers to Previous Week's Word Find
:~j
After Dinner Delight WORD-O-GRAM
Place the seven words in the diagram, one word for each line
across, so that one of the rows reading down will spell out a
seven letter word that is connected to the others.
Apple Pie
Cheese Cake
Milk Shake
Pudding
Sorbet
Tart
D G
P P
H C E
-
K H
E M
T
S B
What's Your Drink? WORDSEARCH
s P E A N U T P U N C H P 0 N C
M D F H I R P E A P G G A M H R
I T R E C I U J E G N A R 0 E I
G E U L E R P P E R 0 P C U T C
R T T L D A S U P L E 0 G N D E
A C A L T I E J W P L R E T A W
P 0 D B E A E D G A T 0 R A D E
E 0 R D A T I B T K T Z N I 0 R
J F P E I A P E A P L I C N E P
U K E R L F M E C E N I W D E R
I F P C C I E R ·U Q H 0 M E N 0
C S p 0 L E M 0 N A D E y W E P
E 0 E K L E D 0 A R G 0 N G G E
R N R E 0 H C T K 0 0 L A I D L
F F 0 N R I M S D I E T C 0 K E
Beer Eggnog Iced Tea Orange-Juice Red Wine
Chocolate Milk Frota Kool-Aid Peanut Punch Roots
Coke Gatorade Lemonade Pepsi Sprite
Diet Coke Gape Juice Milk Propel Smimoff
Dr. Pepper Hi-C Mountain Dew Red Bull Water
~-
Fest Weekend is Never
Disappointing
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno"
and Did ,a Bad Thing
Stefani Rubino
Opinions Editor
Racquel Fagon
Variety Editor
Kristine Belizaire
"Madagascar 2" provides a lot of
humor. Instead of the average crude,
slapstick humor found in some animated
movies, screenwriter Ethan Cohen adds
an air of classiness to the script. For'
example, some of the monkeys who help to
repair the plane spend the majority of the
film negotiating with the penguins to get
benefits on behalf of their "union."
The actors do a great job with
their voices, which demonstrates their
exceptional talents. The late Bernie Mac is
spectacular and conveys a lot of emotion
as Zuba, the father who loves his son but is
discouraged by his behavior. Chris Rock is
hilarious as Marty, the zebra who everyone
cannot help but love. •
Unlike some animated movies,
"Madagascar 2" manages to keep the adult
viewers interested. If you're looking for a
good family movie, this is the one for you.
coffe.e shop co-worker, Delaney (Craig
Robinson, "The Office"), real-life porn
star Katie Morgan and other generous
friends to get his money-making venture
underway. Zack and Miri then decide to
star in their production, and "get-it-on"
for real on camera, but agree to not go
beyond the physical and allow sex to
ruin their friendship. However, during
their choreographed sex scene that they
conveniently discover they have feelings
for each other.
In between the so-called love story,
the comedic
streak in the
film exists
to glorify
profanity
and smut,
that directly
lower the
standard of
note-worthy
cinematic
expression.
The R rating
of the film is
for graphic
nudity,
pervasive
profanity, ethnic slurs, explicit sexuality
and crude humor. How is watching a
film that is centered on these ideals of
entertainment, and even rated at all?
Forget the actors and the acting, because
the dialogue and content are so below the
mark, everything else is shady.
As cartoon sequel's go, "Madagascar:
Escape 2 Africa" is a pleasant surprise,
giving more picture quality than the
first movie.
"Madagascar 2" reintroduces us to the
lion, giraffe, zebra and hippo from the
first movie. The animals are on their way
back home to the New York City Zoo,
after their long vacation in Madagascar.
Unfortunately, their plane which is being
piloted by the infamous penguins from the
first movie, ends up crashing in Africa.
In Africa, Alex the lion (Ben Stiller)
runs into his long-lost father, Zuba (the late
Bernie Mac). From there, the story breaks
off into several subplots. Alex faces the
task of pleasing his father and restoring the
family pride. Melman the giraffe (David
Schwimmer) and Gloria the hippo (Jada
Pinkett Smith) are engaged in a romantic
love triangle. Marty the zebra (Chris Rock)
learns that he might not be as unique as he
thought he was.
Current Affairs Editor
"Madagascar 2" is a Must See
Is ingenuity nonexistent in today's
movie industry? Are banality and
'lasciviousness the only options left for
audience worthy movie content? What in
the name of Charlie Chaplin is happening
to our movies? I am open to the creative
insanity of any writer or director, but
entertainment should entertain, not
nauseate.
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno" is as
obvious and telltale as the title. Not overly
surprising, as getting straight to point has
always been writer and director, Kevin
Smith, claim
to fame (his
first film
entitled
"Clerks"
was about
clerks).
Smith's
newest
"work of art"
is riddled
with raw,
thoughtless
innuendos
that it is
genuinely
embarrassing to watch.
Long time platonic friends and
rooinmates, Zack (Seth Rogen, "Knocked
Up") and Miri (Elizabeth Banks,
"Definitely, Maybe") decide to make a
porno (or the politically correct term,
pornographic film), to get money in
their pockets and to keep a roof over
their heads. Zack enlists the help of his
see Pensacola natives, This Bike is a
Pipe Bomb. I had been waiting for this
performance, and they really exceeded
my expectations. Their performance of
"Body Count" made me realize the reason
I started listening to them in the first place,
and the performance as a whole instilled in
me a new respect for their music.
Saturday began with a solo
performance by Matty Pop Chart at the
University of Florida's RUB Amphitheater.
His solo performance, as opposed to
his performance with Good Luck, truly
showed the softer, more timid side of him.
I had never seen him perform "Good Old
Water" live before, but his tenderness made
it the best performance of his set. Right
after Matty Pop Chart, Madeline Adams
performed some of her solo material. Her
best performance was of one her newest
songs "Dirty South," which will be on her
December LP "White Flag."
Afterward, it was time to see one of
my favorite bands, Andrew Jackson Jihad
at the Kickstand, possibly one of the
best performances of the entire weekend.
The guys in Andrew Jackson Jihad know
how to please and get a crowd involved.
Almost always, their shows are giant sing-
a-longs, and this one was no different.
They performed nearly every song from
their "People Who Can Eat People are
the Luckiest People in the World" LP'
and everyone sang along with ease and
enthusiasm.
The last great performance ofThe Fest
weekend came from Madeline Adams'
band, Nana Grizol at the Kickstand on
Sunday. Their show was more entertaining
and free-spirited than their music, and
secured a place for them as one of the best
live performances I had ever seen.
Now that The Fest weekend is over, I
can't help but wish it was still roaring on
in full force. Hopefully, all who attended
went home with similar feelings, and are
looking forward to The Fest 8 next year.
For more information on The Fest and
on the bands mentioned here, please visit
www.thefestfl.com.
Once per year, around the last weekend
in October, The Fest, an extravaganza of
punk, folk, hardcore music and everything
in between, convenes in Gainesville~ Fla.
An estimated 3000 kids descend on the city
of Gainesville expecting to see, hear and
party with their favorite bands. This year,
The Fest 7 began on Friday, Oct. 31 and
ended on Sunday, Nov. 2.
Aside from the great friendships made,
parties attended and the tankards of Pabst
Blue Ribbon ingested, the real reason over
2,000 20-something-year-olds attended
The Fest was for the music.
The Fest consisted of three days being
crammed from wall-to-wall with over
250 bands, at over eight different venues,
playing almost every form of alternative
music you could possibly imagine.
.Clearly, it would be impossible for one
person to attend every show at The Fest,
so I will review the best of the bunch or,
more appropriately, what I considered my
favorite performances of the weekend.
The Fest weekend began with
a performance by Good Luck, at
Gainesville's one and only bike collective,
The Kickstand. Good Luck's members
include musicians Matty Pop Chart
and Ginger Alford, who truly helped to
bring the band to life. Their pop-punk
sound and generally optimistic lyrics
made their performance enjoyable, and
had me comparing them to other bands
all weekend. The most enthusiastic
performance came during the song
"Pajammin." Not only was the band
yxcited to perform it for us, but we were
excited to hear it, and proved it by
singing along.
Next up, a little later that night, was a
performance by a local Gainesville band,
Quadrophones at The Atlantic. The night
before, I heard them practicing at the house
I stayed in, and was eager to hear them
really perform. That one performance
indicted that people would be seeing a lot
more of Quadrophones in the future.
Further on in the night, it was time
to head over to Common Grounds to
>")
Should the President Elect Push
for Universal Healthcare?
r£O~lft
want to re-examine as being acceptable. Case
and point, the results of a study funded by the
RAND Corporation found adolescents between
the ages of 12 and 17 who have a high amount
of exposure to sex on television were twice
as likely to become pregnant than those who
were not. Which makes me think, could th.e
_story line be just as good without Justin-Bobby
of "The Hills" taking his shirt off? And if not,
then maybe we as viewers should ask MTV to
go back to the drawing board.
Now I love "The Hills" and other reality
shows just as much as anyone. But these
days, I even catch myself saying, what good
is coming out of watching a handful of rich
people getting drunk at clubs and causing
drama?
Now I am not saying start a petition to
boycott shows like "Survivor," or any other
show that may offer an escape from a hard
day's work or the mountains of school work
that we all have. I'm just saying, if these shows
begin to become something that we anxiously
await or they become a sanctified ritual, then
we may want to start asking ourselves, is this
really something that is worth my time or
worthy of such praise? And if it isn't, maybe
we should be demanding more for our monthly
fee to Direct TV.
"I am really happy. This country needs change."
Elyssa Freund, a sophomore undecided major.
"I am very, very excited and ready for change."
Alexis Hernandez, a junior communications major.
"It was as expected."
Tien Nguyen, a senior biology major.
"I'm very happy. I think Obama was the right choice for America, and
our country will see significant positive change during his term."
Darren Stern, a senior psychology major.
"Highly satisfied."
Alfonso H., a senior communications major.
"I'm excited about the outcome. I am a Democrat, so I went with
Barack Obama. I was really supportive and wanted him to win
the election."
Jennifer Joseph, a junior psychology major.
How Do You Feel About the Outcome of
the Presidential Election?
On The Scene
Editor's Note
Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor
I was sitting at my desk, reviewing my e-
mails, and what pops up in my Outlook but the
online version ofUS Weekly. The front page
news story title read, "Lindsay Lohan and Sam
Ronson Rode the NYC Subway Wednesday."
I thought to myself, really? People doing
mundane things is worthy of front page news?
What's next, "Jennifer Aniston Takes an
Inhalation of Oxygen?" Stop the presses!
Now I know that it was US Weekly, so
I have to cut them a little slack as they print
what sells. But on the note ofwhat sells, do we
really want Fox television programs like "Hole
in the Wall," where contestants need to contort
their bodies to fit through odd shapes in a
moving wall, to represent what America deems
as acceptable entertainment?
A great movie reminds us of the dangers of
allowing what sells to be our only standard of
acceptance. The movie "Idiocracy" is a look
at America in the year 2050 in which we have
as a society become completely stupid. Here,
a visit to the doctor's office involves buttons
with body parts, which one pushes ifhe or she
has an "oweee" in that place, and the doctor's
diagnosis may be "tarded" as is stated in the
movie. Again, I know this is it fictional film.
However, if we stop demanding high quality
entertainment, who is to say that in another
42 years, our standards of acceptable living
wouldn't be that low?
On a more serious note, the amount of'
sex on television may also be something we
Laura Starr
Editor in Chief
Racquel Fagan
Variety Ed!tor
Con
Universal health care. Even the term
seems utopian or unnaturally idealistic, A
large part of the American consciousness
is built on the ideals of self-reliance and
individualism. The hope of governing
one's own little world is the goal of most
Americans, giving them the power to live
the good life. Thus the abundant success
of private sector organizations in this
country.
The United States and global economy
flourish from the freedom to trade,
buy, sell and merge with innumerable
independent, private organizations in
the US. Integrity, optimum service,
guaranteed satisfaction are all
philosophies that organizations operate
by to increase productivity and revenue.
Taking health care out of the private sector
and putting it under governmental control
will prove to be detrimental not only for
the patients but healthcare on a whole.
There is a human tendency to
overindulge when things are at their
fingertips, as if to get all they can before
everything runs out. Ifhealth care is free,
people will naturally exploit the service.
People will "need" to see the doctor for
every ache and pain they have, from the
common cold to even a headache; things
the body's immune system can easily heal.
This non-critical medical care will deplete
man power and currency power on non-
immediate medIcal treatment, while the
more critical or immediate cases
must wait.
Furthermore, nothing is free in this
world, not even freedom is free. So, the
idea that no one will pay for this health
care, is absolutely preposterous. The
government has to get the money from
somewhere. And where do people think
the money will come from? You will pay
for it anyway! Every tax paying citizen
will have to pay for this "free" health care,
regardless of health or .need for medical
care. And when the tax dollars are not
enough to cover the costs, funding will
have to be cut in other areas, such as
education, cancer research or homeland
security.
Another thing to note is that the
implementation of universal health care
will delete the necessity of insurance
companies. The domino effect will be
that all those companies will go out
of business, therefore, a number of
employees will lose their jobs. Many
hospital clerks who deal with insurance
will also be out of a job. Even if most of
these people are hired to work within the
new governmental health care system,
their transition will be long, tedious and
extremely expensive. And where do you
think the money to do this will come
from? Again, you.
Opinions Editor
Pro
Stefani Rubino
As the economy worsens, families
are becoming more and more careful
about where their money is going. People
are spending money on immediate
needs instead of investing in health, life
or car insurance. Skimping on health
care coverage is becoming a national
trend, which means that the 47 million
Americans who are already uninsured will
continue to increase.
For a little while in the summertime,
it seemed as if the number of uninsured
Americans was decreasing somewhat until
the economy took a tum for the worse.
Studies done by Nation!!l Public Radio's
"All Things Considered" and USA Today
during the months of September and
October show that health insurance is one
of the things people are cutting back on.
Considering the unpredictability of
anyone's health and the probability of
having an accident, taking money out
of health insurance premiums to pay for
groceries is probably not the greatest idea.
But then again, why should people have
to worry about paying for health insurance
when good health is a right that should be
guaranteed to all people?
For the most part, issues regarding the
economy and the war in Iraq have been
trumping the issue with health insurance
lately. However, people's lives are on the
line and elected officials should not ignore
this issue any longer.
One ofthe first orders of business for
the President-elect should be to create and
lock in a plan to universalize health care.
In the current economy, families should
not have to choose between paying their
premiums and buying groceries or putting
new brakes on their cars. They should
be able to go to the doctor without
worrying that they will have no way
to pay for the visit or the prescription.
At the very least, children should have
the opportunity to go to the doctor without
their parents wondering where the money
is going to come from. It is unfair that
middle-class people, or whatever is left
of them, work so hard and still receive
no healthcare benefits for themselves or
their families. This is clearly an injustice
that needs to be taken care of as soon
as possible. Families cannot go day-by-
day wondering what terrible thing might
happen to put them in a financial situation
they cannot see their way out of.
As time passes, the amount of
Americans without health insurance is
projected tokeep increasing, which means
more families, more children and more
hard-workers will have to go without it.
If health care is universalized, people will
be able to live their lives without worrying
how to pay their medical bills, medical
attention will be there for them regardless
of whether or not they have an insurance
card and they will be able to get their
prescriptions when they need them.
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.FREE ADMISSION TO, THE MUSEUM OF ART I FORT LAUDERDALE
FOR NSU STUDENTS AND· STAFF WITH VALID ID
. MUSEUM of A'ii'r&~Q RTLAUQERQAlE
NOV A SOU T H e.A $ T ERN U N I V E R SIT Y
~
Open daily 11 am -5pm with extended hours on Thursdays until8pm
One East Las Olas Boule~c:lrc:I at Andrews Avenue 1 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
(954) 525-5$001 www.mOaf'.org
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Students,Welghinon"NSU'sNew Shuttle System
Naida Alcime
Staff Writer
One ofthe camPU~§huttles.thai hasexteh~d thier-~-LJtes. .The new shuttle that tran~~rt;-;t~d~~tsl~ arid· from the Rolling Hills Residence Hall.
On Oct. 1, the Office ofFacilities complaints ~bout the limite&routes and
Management (OFM) release4 its "new and ."" the long bu~-stopwaits. "rve beerrreally
impJ;'()yed'.'catppus, and residential Shark .diss~tisfiedwith our shuttle service," said
Shuttle BU~,System. ...Velmir Seignon, r~.sident student and legal"
The new Shark Shuttle has'extended studies major. "I don'thave a car, so I rely
its route, which will now include trips to onthe shuttles heavily~ I just wish they
Publix and the BrowarliMallfromRoUing would do somethi,ngabout this problem to
Hills and Leo GoodWinr.esidence halls. help us out."
The schedule has also improved such that a Sentiments like these have been
shuttle will pass every 10 minutes. expressed by members of the NSU
Up until now, there have been coIilmunitywbob~veridden"theShark
Shuttles. Thisis especially tru~ f()r resident
students,"who'acc~fdin~ toNSUnzl~ In"e
onlypermittedtoPli1"k in theirde~i~ted "
parking lots. Tliat~ves lllostresident'"
students with th~choiceoftakingthe
shuttles or walking. "
"It's a bit ofa walk/' said Nina Shah,"
a resident biology major, who comiDep.ted
on the dis~cepetwetlnherdorms and her
classes. "In thepastI've chosen to walk
instead ofwaiting on the shuttle because
if~ouldtake·even" longer. Arid since it·
Weesme about lOminules1o'get"tOclass.,
sotn~mes I have to leave about 15 minutes
early toinakett~)D.time."
'.. fIowever, Jor. other students who chose
not to walk the long distances, the Shark
Shuttle is the.only other option. For this
reason;NSU's OFM soughtto improve
the system.
. Earl M:cGuire,the ne:w$hark Shuttle
Shuttle Page 2
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WhO WiUbelheBiggestloserii
.:~, -
A1exis Irias
Naida Alcirtle
Staff Writer
Staff Writer
With the
presidential
election behind
us, people in th~
NSU community
are still talking
about the historic
two 10~g'Y~'Qfl
campaigning; the •
American people
have spoken and
Barack Obama .,
will be the 44th president of the UJlit~d
States ofAmerica. Historywas made as
Obama became the first African American
to be elected as President. .
However,
this was not the
only historical'
, (}vent-which
toolcplage that '
'day. 1'he2008
electoratfihaS
seen a rec91'd
as well as in
the youth
voter turnout.
According to Hoily Teresi of theYouth
." VoteCoaliti.on, "21 millionpeop~e ages
E'e~~ri Page 2
NSU's Biggest Loser will be back
for its thirdyear in January 2009. This
initiative helps individuals not only loose' •
,weight but lower their blood pressUre,
reduce their heart rate and many other
he.alth benefits·that come along with a
healthy diet and
cbnstant~J{erd$e."
"I,used to get
tl$austed just
~}lQ()~
(W<)
"eati_ •
So I never did,"
conimented Leah Goldberg,Assistant
Director ofthe Office ofUndergraduate
Admissions, on her challenge at NSU's
Biggest Loser 2008. "NSU's Biggest LOser "
was challenging fJ;omthe very beginning.
,Luckily lam the type ofperson that takes
;"'';;:':;
on a'~allengewith full force."
Through NSU's Biggest Loser,
participants learn how. to take control of
'their health lU,ld make a lifelong change to
improve and_maintain their well-being. If
selected for the program, participants
receive a great deal
of help in reaching
•their goal. Throughout
(heir challenge, they
work With a certified
personal trainer as
~J.;asnutritional
<~~oi1ilstllili~;,
motivational coaching. . "\
"Since the program ended May 7, I've
lost 'another 13 pounds, down to 145. I
was a size 12, down to a size 6! And my
,Biggest Loser Page 2
were moving and inspirational to people in
every age group."
Through the Office of Student Leader-
ship and Civic Engagement, an NSU
initiative called "step iT up" did its own
part to increase voter participation. Shane
Johnson founded the initiative in the fall of
2007 in hopes of informing the
NSU community about how, when and
where to vote.
The purpose of the initiative was to
educate, engage and empower the NSU
community through a non-partisan political
initiative. With help from the Broward
Supervisor of Elections, the initiative
reached its goal by successfully registering
between 300 and 400 people and taking
about 50 students to vote early.
Cody Peters, second year biology
major, was one of many whom "step
iT up" took to the polls. "By providing
much-needed transportation, 'step iT up'
helped the NSU community, as it increased
our likelihood of voting," said Peters. "I
-am enriched to be an American Citizen
because 1know that my vote had an impact
on the American Government. It was
fulfilling to vote for the first time -and 1
thank 'step iT up' for helping me do that."
@ACURA
@HYUnCRI
441 at Sunrise Blvd.
Sales Hours: Mon, - Fri. g·gpm I Sat, g·6pm I Sun, 12·5pm
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If you would like to write for The Current, please
contact Laura Starr at nsunews@nova.edu
to set-up an appointment.
Are you a communications major?
Are you considering a career in journalism?
Then come improve your writing skills at
The Current!
Election Page 1
18 to 29 voted in Tuesday's elections, not
including absentee ballots." Teresi noted
that this many young people haven't voted
since the 1972 presidential election•. '
Amy Kwolek of the Michigan Daily
Newspaper reported that the number of
youth voters at the polls increased by 4.6
million since the 2000 election-with the
turnout rate rising from about 42 percent to
52 percent.
No other election in recent history has
motivated the American people as much
as this one has. Rita Guirguis, a third year
biology major at NSU, attributes this to
the higher stakes in this election that will
substantially affect the next generation.
'This election hits home more,
especially with this economic crisis-
everyone is struggling. Also, more people
are interested because there are much more
controversial issues on the ballot this year
that people care about," said Guirguis.
Sarah Makar, also a third year biology
major and McCain supporter, feels the
high voter turnouts can be solely attributed
to Barack Obama. "Honestly, 1 think it's
because ofObama," said Makar. "Not only
has he made history by being the U.S. 's
first black President, but he reached out to
people in all demographics. His speeches
Express shuttles are hard to miss. Shah
further commented on the positive changes
she had seen regarding the shuttle service.
"For us college students, time is money.
I'm thankful that I'm getting to my classes
much quicker because the buses are more
efficient."
NSU shuttle service is available for
free to all NSU students, faculty, visitors
and staff. However, riders. making any
connections to Broward County Transit
routes are expected to pay the appropriate
fee. For security purposes, NSU patrons
are required to present their NSU
SharkCarll IDs when boarding from off-
campus locations.
For maps and more information about
the NSU Shark Shuttle System routes,
please visit the OFM website at
www.nova.edu/facilities/shuttle.html or
contact the office at (954) 262-8871.
(g) FIOND.A . (8) HYUnDRI
Cars 8 Cycles _ _~UJb2 ~cz'j~ 1-75 Between Griffin
1-75 at Griffin Road & Royal Palm
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Shuttle Page 1
Manager, is responsible for implementing
- the recent changes. "When 1 came in
this year, the phones were ringing off the
hook every day," said McGuire. 'There
were lots of complaints about the service,
which is why we're making all of these
improvements. This thing is a work in
progress and is far from done." McGuire
went onto encourage all students to learn
the new bus routes and schedules.
When asked about the progress of the
shuttle system McGuire said, "Well for
one, the phones stopped ringing! But if 1.___
could say anything to the students I'd say
be patient with us because this is just the
beginning. We have II new buses coming
by December and have got plans to create
a new GPS system that lets students use
their blackberry's to see where the
buses 'are."
How visible are the changes, though?
For one, the green and orange Rolling Hills
Monday
Nov. 10
"My Strange and Wonderful
.Florida"
Patricia Wickman, Ph.D., will give a
lecture surrounding the geography and the
land of Florida. The lecture will begin at
10 a.m. in the Lifelong Learning Institute, •
located at3424 South University Drive in
Davie, FL. For more information, please
call (954) 262-8471.
Tuesday
Nov. 11
"Posing Off: Performance
and Body Language on the
Jamaican Stage"
Andrea Shaw, Ph.D., assistant professor
at NSU, will look at reggae dancehall
album covers and discuss the seductive
yet indifferent ways that the bodies pose
for the camera. This lecture will take place
at 12 p.m. in Room 240 of the Parker
Building. For more information, please
contact Jim Doan, Ph.D., professor in the
Division of Humanities, at
doan@nova.edu.
3301 College Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796
(954) 262-8455
nsunews@nova.edu
Lucky 13 - "It's Never 2 Early
2 Plan for the Future"
Stop by Room 3049 of the Carl DeSantis
Building for information about the
different career services offered through
the Office of Career Development. The
event will begin at 12 p.m. For more
information, contact Dalis Dominguez at
dalis@nov~.edu.
Wednesday-
Nov. 12
Career Management at NSU
The H. Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship and
the Office of Career Development will
host an interactive reception and career
management discussion by the Wharton
Club of South Florida. The reception will
begin at 6 p.m. in Room 1034/1035 and
will be followed by a panel discussion at 7
p.m. in the Knight Auditorium. For more
information, contact the Office of Career
Development at (954) 262-7201.
Advertising Information:
(954) 262-8461
Fax (954) 262-8456
knightad@nova.edu
Thursday
Nov. 13
Debate Between NSU
Students and Great Britain
Students
Farquhar College ofArts and Sciences
will sponsor an exhibition debate titled
"The United States Should Cease Acting
As the World's Moral Police." The debate
will be between students from the British
National Debate Team and undergraduate
students from NSU at 5 p.m., in the
second-floor gallery ofAlvin Sherman
Library. For more information, please
contact Jennifer Reem at
reemj@nova.edu.
~l~
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Friday
Nov. 14
"The Dining Room"
The Farquhar College ofArts and
Sciences Division of Performing Arts will
showcase A.R. Gurney's "The Dining
Room," which explores the decline of
the dining room as the center of family
relations. The NSU production will
feature eight student actors who will
depict 58 different characters in different
time periods, from the 1930s to the
present. The production on Nov. 14, 15
and 20 - 22 will begin at 7:30 p.m. For
reservations, please e-mail nsutheatre@
nova.edu or call (954) 262-8179.
Taking a Chance
Annarely Rodriguez
Freelance Writer
Office of Residential Life and
Housing Hosts 10th Annual
Off-Campus Housing Fair
Kristine Belizaire
Current Affairs Editor
Tuesday Nov. 4 was a historical day in points because students discussed their
United States history. In an election that reasons for voting a certain way. Some
broke voter records, Americans chose their of the legislations included lowering
first African-American President. So on the drinking age to 18, whether the
Election Day, Lucky 13 put on a lecture to government should be allowed to view
raise awareness of what happens when you social networking pages to prevent
do not vote. •. terrorism, lowering the speed limit of
In partnership with the student initiative highways to 55 miles per hour,
"step iT up." Lucky 13 took registered among othefs:
students to vote in Shark Shuttles. For In a solemn moment, Dean Williams
those who did not vote or had already done took time out of the game to show and
so, they brought Brad Williams, Dean of explain to students the struggle through
Student Affairs to raise awareness of what which women suffered only 88 years ago
happens when you do not vote. in order to have a voice in this country
"How do you get someone interested and vote.
in something they've always had?" asked The lecture, which was designed so that
Williams rhetorically about democracy. students do not take democracy for granted
Williams started his lecture with a brief was a nice change for students. "We
history of the role of schools in democracy. learned about how people struggled to get
He also brought a game to obtain students' us where we are and Dean Williams kept
feedback on several proposed legislations. our attenttonengaged the whole time. It
"Take a Chance" consisted ofa "craps was great. It wasn't boring because of the
table" on which students would.roll dice game. I wouldn't have changed anything,"
and get a card with the number they rolled. said freshman
Each card had a legislation which was Anthony Garcilazo.
proposed either on state or national level. The next Lucky 13 will be called "It's
Every time a student got a card it was read Never 2 Early 2 Plan 4 the Future." It will
out loud and everyone voted thumbs up or be held on Nov. 11 at 12:00 p.m. in Room
down depending whether they agreed 3049 ofthe Carl DeSantis Building. For
or not. more information, you may contact Dalis
The game got very heated at some Dominguez, Ph.D., at (954) 262-8485.
On Nov. 6, the Office of Residential
Life and Housing put together an off-
campus housing fair designed to give
students the opportunity to meet with
realtors and leasing agents in the Broward
County area.
"The idea is to get property
development and community partners
to have a first-hand interaction with the
students," said Jamie Rodriguez, Graduate
Assistant for Housing. "We want them to
know that they (property development and
community partners) are here to work with
them and offer them discounts," she said.
According to Rodriguez, discounts could
include waiving the application fee for
NSU students.
The participating communities at the
fair included Grove East in Plantation,
Camden Apartments and
Whispering Palms.
"We are very close by to the university,
and we would like to offer our services
to students at a low price," said Angie
Peralta, community manager for Sawyer
Realty Holdings, a company that manages
Whispering Palms.
Present at the fair was Jennifer Joseph,
president of the Commuter Student
Organization (CSO). "The realtors are
very nice and have a great connection with
the students," she said. "They are always
willing to give things to the students."
Since the event is mainly geared to
commuter students, Joseph used it as an
opportunity to inform students about CSO.
"We want to recruit members and let them
know about what we offer," said Joseph.
Freshman Tiahana Douglas found the
fair to be helpful. "It's really nice," she
said. "They have a lot of nice apartments
available for students. Nova spoils us, and
theyare always trying to help us, even if
we don't live on campus."
For more information about off-campus
housing, contact Jamie Rodriguez at
yaileimy@nova.edu. For more information
about CSO, contact Jennifer Joseph at
josephje@nova.edu.
Freshman Adrian Patron rolls the dice as part of "Take a Chance."
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SAVE $2.00
on your next meal on campus
with a minimum purchase of $4.99
Valid at any location on NSU main campus
all weekend long (SaturdaY,and Sunday)
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Camden housing representative, Brooke Middleton, and senior psychology major,
Ivan M., exchange information on potential residency for next semester.
Classifieds
Mentor/Tutor/Guide
Position available part-time to provide emotional support/guidance
for two bright children (14 & 16) in meeting the demands of high
powered regular ED private school. One child is dyslexic/ADHD
Mon - Fri 6-9 p.m. - Hollywood area
Contact: mailbox3302 1@gmail.com
ATTENTION STUDENTS
Looking for a way to sell your stuff?
Then advertise in the Classified Section ofThe Current!
Sell your books, furniture or even your tutoring skills.
Prices start as low as $5 and cash, check or credit card excepted.
Contact our Business Manager by phone at (954) 262-8461 or e-
mail at Knightad@nova.edu.
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Slu·d...ls'Week
K.rlstine Belizaire
Current Affairs' Editor
Fli~k 'On the Field
."Iron Man"
Alexis Irias
Staff Writer .
-
From Nev. .11- 23, Nova International students cantrther and network on The
Student Association (NISA) will celebrate FlightDeck Patio in an infonnal setting.
diversity at NSU. NISA will also host a trip to South Mianii
"[International Students' Week] is to Beach on Nov. 22 at 10 a.m. This trip
recogitize the presence and contribution will allow students to have fun in an off-
of international students at NSU,"said campUs setting and.enjoy the sights that
RonaldMabunga, OraduateAssistap;tfor South Beach has to offer... . .
International StudentAffair$. He aitdedInternationai Students' Week will
that there are- about. 1,000 international .come to a close with an International
students who attend NSU, either online or ThanksgivingDinner in the atrium oJ
at one' of the campuses.."The mere fact that the Carl DeSantis' Building on.Sunday
they chose NSUto study is a contribution," Nov. 23 at5 p.m. Thiseventis designed
said Mabunga. to give internatiomilstude~ts the chance
NISA has collaborated with several to learn and be a partof the American
offices on campus to put this week .Thanksgiving tradition. The event will also ,
together. These oflicesinclude the Office feature perfonnances fr0rtl the NSU Vocal
of Career Development, International Ensemble. Mabunga expeCts .that over 100.
Students and Scholars and Student .students wil(attend the event.
Financial Services and Registration. Thomas believes that International .
International Students'Week will Students' Week is importantfor
featUre both educational and social services international students. "[International
to student~. The educational events will "Students' Week] is a time when We can
take place on Nov. 17, 18, 19 and 21 celebrate the sacrifices we have ma.de by
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 1047 ofthe Carl leaving our homes, our friends and our
DeSantis Building. These events will ·fan@estoseekout some$ing better..It is
provide international students withcm:eer .' a.timewhen we can baskin the glow of .
infonnation and tips that they can use to .•... .. l!l:lIttre tiiliJ,gs we have achieved in the time
improve their reSumes. ]he~Qrkshops\Vil1">we·~v~t+nbere.lnaddition,it is a time
also.provide them withirif0~on{)Pt¥::Wlt§Ji~c~showcasethepiyersequltul:e..•
:~~:~~~~~tt:ay.s~~9~S~~~.~;~.· ..;~.fl~i~~l~l1i.7~~f;
Belinda Thomas, PresidenfofN:r~A.,.·< •..·wP~~.are fronnmd whatniakes us wh~
thinks that the workshops will beberieficial . vve"are.J look forwardto seeing'everyone "
to students. "The info~on.that,:"ill .' . )her~asWe:celebrate this momentin time,H
be presented at the workshopsJ:ieijlgheld ·.stated Thomas.
during this week is of critical importance" F.Qra complete list ofeyents, or
to all international students,"saiq Thomas. to RSVP, contact Ronald Mabunga at
Social events include NSU Sub- mabunga@nova.edu, or Belinda Thomas at
Thursday at II a.m. on Nov. 20, where all tbelinda@nova.edu.
/'
On N.ov. 4, NSU:s Student Union Board
(SUB) hosted "Flickonthe Field" in front of
The COm1nonsResidential Hall Court Yard.
Almost i 00· .studetlts and staff gathered
_around to watch "Iron Man," a 2008
superhero film based on the Marvel Comics'
character, dire<:ted by lon Favreau.
The film stars Ro6ert Downey Jr, as
Tony Stark, .abilli()naire industrialist.and
masteren~ineerwjtha plethora of playboy
vices ~hobuilds apo~ered exoskeleton
aQdbecorne(thetechnologicallyadvahced
superhero, Iron :Man.;
~'IronMan was such a cool movie, I saw
it once already but I qouldn't deny myself
to watch it over aDd over' again," said
sophomQre Nena Lara.
Students were gathered around on
blankets and lawn chairs to enjoy the movie
-Wlllie SUB served sodas, chips and popcorn.
The night ended pleasantly and left those
movie lovers wanting more,
;; .~'IwishSUB doestbis more .often! It
was so nice to see s.o man,y people gathered
around together .watching .' a movie,"'. said
sopholl1oreJohn Rubinov, a biology major.
··BoostyourGPAl We're talking
aboufyoLlrGradtilifi9n Plan()f
AttaCk. Do itwith 100%Tuition
, . ' " . . ",'.
It\SSistance,loW-QOst' tJealthclire,
AFReseT've.comITiRkToUs
Photos courtesy of Angelica Garcia
Tim Coenraad
Staff Writer
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Senior dance major, Jitll1lliSingh, sported a stylishj~~ey
on his way to support ~SU~$ men's and women's soccer
team. Singh's passion fonlance and theatrics,combined
withhis outstanding supporl(orSharks Athletlc.smakes him
NSU's "FAN n'E'Tuti nTDtJTZn~"~.'
Rowing Regana
~.' ~:', ,', '- : ':' ', ... '~-,'~~:':~:--"',-7,''''';-::,'-:';':-~·,;:··,<,
"competedon Nov,-lfortp.eirlle(jQnd
race'ofthe 2008 fallseasonin~tri-meet
against the UniversityofMialiii and Barry
University. However, in contrast to their
uS1lal perform!illce,'the Sharks did not
come to much succesS.
The Sharks Varsity 8+ 'A'boatfinished
with a time of 17:15.5.in the5Krace
to place thernfourthwhile the 'B' boat
finished just behind With a timeof17:50.9
.•.• ' to ta1ce.fifflI. ',"
Varsity4"tboat battt~ditOU!Olla4K
racecourse,. The Sharks' 'A' boatcanie in
fourth with a time of 15:44"6 while the 'C'
boat overp6wered the 'B' qoatto finish
sixth and eighth respec:tively. .
Although the Sharks were disappointed
with their overall placementin th.e regatta,
the team stated that they know they have .
a lotto work-oIl, but they are all willing
toputin the time andeffortl>ecause they
know that is what it takes to win alld they
believe theYar¢ willllers.
", <,' ... ,'" .. , ..
, five minutes left, S1-59.
FlU managed to tie the game up at
57a piece, aQd with just 30 sec~nds left",
Golden Panther Matt Donl'ingez sunk a
crucialthree~point shot for the victory.
Freshman Irim Hollis lead the Sharks. (
with 1() reb'ooods and niCepointsfol!Oy.red
by {ellow~hmanTeddy}'assywith nine
poin~~allco~~gfroID~eepoint shots~
N~ open$-;~he re~~eas<>J~t5:00
p.m. ()n Nov. 15 vs.~Sodllietn~sasin
the WestFlorida Classi~jnPensacola, Fla.
\¥t~;d:,
Men~sB-asltetbal,1
Sophomoe Alex Gynes prepares to pass the ball to sophomore Ross Allsop.
NSU's men's basketball team took on
Florida International University on Nov. 6
in an exhibition game which allowed the
Sharks to see some quality competition
before the regular season begins later
this month.
, . """The Sharks didn't get off to the best
start as they struggled witp.the speed~f
FlU's G()ldelltanther's~~gthemJtito
the halfdownbyll-poinlsJ3S-24.N~
kicked offthe se"Condhalf Ul a mucltbetter
direction tallyingtogeth~51-pomtstoWke
the lead for the first time in the game with
.....
....... --~---- -.- --".".....-~----'•• , - >," -,---_ .. ' •.....• , .• '._,. , •
.._"i'•••illln t ...- ......_~~-~
..-/,

Voll.•,II-IIII, , IIe.'sSoccer
Tranell MeSa
Sport~f:d itor
Sharks' volleyball (20-9; 8-5 SSC),with Ruiz,' juilior,cJ:enerra .McGruder (12),
continued on with their dazzling season op. senior Melinda Gorman(16)and freshman
Nov.• l as they upset SSC rivals, the No. ' MollySigerich (5) adding 12, 12, 10and
5 University QfTampa Spartans, for the 10 killseach. . ..... '. .., J .
first time in NSU history in a thrilling five Junior defensive specialist Alison
game match. Later in the week the Sharks Kalish (l}put on;i:greatdefensive display
fellto Barty Universio/threegames to; .,- ~with20digs forthe~ateh.·. '
none and were unable to overco.inetheNQ. ..pespit¢their threesetstonon~defeat
13 Florida Southern Moccasins'on ·toBaI.l}'UUlVttSitY.iMc6rudertI2)l~dthe .
Nov. 7, 3-1.. •. .....••• . .' ..-.' .' .:'Sh8.rl<$~thnintlkilIS,f()l1owed byRUiz ••..
After falling toTampa's Spartans in> . (6) anttsentoiCpn$tinllCh~(7!,Witlf5
the first two games tne Sharks ~taliat¢dto. kills·~ach. .•. .: '" .. '.;....•.' '" ..•.. "..'..•.•• •.. .
steal away a third game victory c9urtesy of . '.NSu.c~eoutfiringinthefil'st·set
-, sophomore Paola E:uiz (o}'whoreglstered againstth~ nationall~raPkedMoccaSinS
four kills. The match was aUtJ.edupafter .goiitg on an 11-0runt~:Startthe.set as the
NSU wonthefourthgaIri,e;takillgt4e, .' .SharkstoOkthtl set25-l~.H()wever, the
Sharks to a fifth game'wheretheirprevious '. Mocpasips wouldansw~back bytakirig,
two winswould fuel tbem to seize the: the next,three sets tosealtbe win. .'
win, 16~14.... . Carle (2) wouldonce again lead tne
.' Senior EIIli}y Carle (2) remaiIied"hof" S~ wjth lOkillswith:Gonnan-.(16}.
on the court, tallyingupa totalofl8 kills. addWgsix,j,andsopno.tno~defensive
to go alongwith six blocks as wellas four sp~~lQlthleeIiYOh)' (U)~amtlup
other ~harks t-otaling double figure kilfs ' with;f3.digs. . . .,'
, .
,'. ,TiniCoenraad
Stafj"Wr'l1:ir
NSU wotmm'ssoccer seniot niidfield~+StephanieQuinones(8J
was named to theAll-SSe Second Team.as well as to theESN the
Magazine/CoSIDAAcade111ic All-DistrictFirstT'eanl.
Quinonesfinishes herNSU drreertied at 15 for thernost assists
Tim Coenraad
Staff Writer,
NSU's men's soccer team(l0-9~1;. therrdefi~itin halfas the Snarks cO!1ct)ded
.3-6-1) completedlli-eir regqiarseason on a g'oaltomakt) the score2-L LYlll1would .
Nov.I,senior night, ',Vitha lossto the No. then go on to score two goals over th~
2 L~'UniversityFighti:ngK1lightsby a ·•• course9flO minu!es, giving them a 3-2
score of-3-2 ' '.•. '. . . .., leadwhich ',Vas held onto for the victory.
Withtheexcltement oftbeir.lastbome, . NSU'slast'game of the season would
ga1ll~ofthe seasOn in the ait,theSllarks - come in thesse Conference Tournament
jumpt)d611t~n topwith a6ne-goat lead 'qlJllrter~finalon Nov. 4 as'they closed their
whenjuni(jr RolIl,llin OnteIUen~t) (10). 2008season with 11 loss to the fourth~
bl¥ttld a 25-yardfi'ee kick intQthelower seeded Saint Leo University-by a
right corner,giVing NSU }l.l~O lead at score 3-1.
the.half.· ..' .' OIiteniente (lO)washo~lQredwith
Just two minutes into the second half a First Team All~SC sele<;tion for. .
sophom~res Craig Heenigh.an(8) and Juan .the'second year'ina row ashe led the
Gonzalt)7,: (l6t'!Vertl. creditedfotanassist . Sharks with 11 assists, scoredniJle goals,
on a goal scored by sophomore Aly Hassan . including two game~nners as well as
(9) to Ptlt NSUup 2-0. . (.~< ." tallying29 points onthecregularseason.
However, seconds later Lynn 'would cut
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1am .amlmlber offbewomen's cross country team. I ama biology/pre-rned major and hope of one
'day becoming an orthopedic surgeon. I believe mybestassetto the te~jsmy personality.
ANSWER:!,reshmal).,AprilI;larrell .'
UP/DOWNj'; ..
lama member ofthe men's soccer-teamSou will.seeme.on the field wearing No. 16 while playing
in the midfield. I w~s born in Colombia.' . . ..
AN$WER:Sophomore,Juan Go~lez
-,:::.
ACROSS: .
I am a four-Year member ofthe w()me1l's rowing team. lam the stroke seat for the Varsity 8+.
.. . . .' '. . ,....... .... . .... '...•.. '.' . .. .. . '. .' I am an occupational therapymajor.Ibelieve my best aSsets to the team-are"mywillpower and
I am a member of the wom~n's'basketbanteam.Yoll will see 1l1e on the conn in the leaderShip...guard/forWard position wearing No.5. Lam 6-feet talL lamrrom France.-· ANSWER: Senior, R,acbel Garbaj
I am a memberof the wometl~svoneYbailteaIl1.youwillseenie'onthecourtas'a setter. I am the g9~1~eeper for the ~:me1l'S soccer team.You will see me ontbe field wearing No. 1.'1 am
1wear No. 15. 1 amllIl.elementarY educiiti~nmajor. an athletic training maj()r. My favorite thing to do is play any and all sports, all day, .
, . . .' . - every day!
ANSWER: Junior, Megan Kim
I a~a memberofth,e men'sbas1(efl,allteam; Yo\IwillseelJle:Jhtp.e~otirt.we~~gNo.
23. Lam 6:feet,.8-inchestalL IamfroJJlS01ithA~stralia.}VhenIgrowup I want to b~a.
professional Rock Band dnJW.mei: .'i'r' .
latn-a member OfthtlWOJJlen'SrdW~,1~I ~an athletic train~,major.
My favorite place togo i~theSw~pS:liop.lfovtltcibasketweave.
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After Dinner Delight WORD-O-GRAM
.Place the seven words in the diagram, one word for each line
across, so that one of the rows reading down will spell out a
seven letter word that is connected to the others.
Apple Pie
Cheese Cake
Milk Shake
Pudding
Sorbet
Tart
D G
P P
H C E
K H
.,--
E ..- M
-
I--
I I I I I T
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What's Your Drink? WORDSEARCH
s P E A N U T P U N C H P 0 N C
M D F H I R P E A P G G A M H R
I T R E C I U J E G N A R 0 E I
G E U L E R P P E R 0 P C U T C
R T 'T L D A S U P L E 0 G N D E
A C A L T I E J W P L R E T A W
P 0 D B E A E D G A T 0 R A D E
E 0 R D A T I B T K T Z N I 0 R
J F P E I A P E A P L I C N E P
U K E R L F M E C E N I W D E R
I F P C C I E R u ,Q H 0 M E N 0
C S p 0 L E M '0 N A D E Y W E P
E 0 E K L E D 0 A R G 0 N G G E
R N R E 0 H C T K 0 0 L A I D L
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Fest Weekend is Never
Disappointing
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno"
and Did a Bad Thing
Stefani Rubino
Opinions Editor
Racquel Fagan
Variety Editor
Kristine Belizaire
"Madagascar 2" provides a lot of
humor. Instead of the average crude,
slapstick humor found in some animated
movies, screenwriter Ethan Cohen adds
an air of classiness to the script. For
example, some of the monkeys who help to
repair the plane spend the majority of the
film negotiating with the penguins to get
benefits on behalf of their "union."
The actors do a great job with
their voices, which demonstrates their
exceptional talents. The late Bernie Mac is
spectacular and conveys a lot of emotion
as Zuba, the father who loves his son but is
discouraged by his behavior. Chris Rock is
hilarious as Marty, the zebra who everyone
cannot help but love.
Unlike some animated movies,
"Madagascar 2" manages to keep the adult
viewers interested. If you're looking for a
good family movie, this is the one for you.
coffee shop co-worker, Delaney (Craig
Robinson, "The Office"), real-life porn
star Katie Morgan and other generous
friends to get his money-making venture
underway. Zack and Miri then decide to
star in their production, and "get-it-on"
for real on camera, but agree to not go
beyond the physical and allow sex to
ruin their friendship. However, during
their choreographed sex scene that they
conveniently discover they have feelings
for each other.
In between the so-called love story,
the comedic
streak in the
film exists
to glorify
profanity
and smut,
that directly
lower the
standard of
note-worthy
qinematic
expression.
The R rating
of the film is
for graphic
nudity,
pervasive
profanitY, ethnic slurs, explicit sexuality
and crude humor. How is watching a
film that is centered on these ideals of
entertainment, and even rated at all?
Forget the actors and the acting, because
the dialogue and content are so below the
mark, everything else is shady.
As cartoon sequel's go, "Madagascar:
Escape 2 Africa" is a pleasant surprise,
giving more pi~ture quality than the
first movie.
"Madagascar 2" reintroduces us to the
lion, giraffe, zebra and hippo from the
first movie. The animals are on their way
back home to the New York City Zoo,
after their long vacation in Madagascar.
Unfortunately, their plane which is being
piloted by the infamous penguins from the
first movie, ends up crashing in Africa.
In Africa, Alex the lion (Ben Stiller)
runs into his long-lost father, Zuba (the late
Bernie Mac). From there, the story breaks
off into several subplots. Alex faces the
task of pleasing his father and restoring the
family pride. Melman the giraffe (David
Schwimmer) and Gloria the hippo (Jada
Pinkett Smith) are engaged in a romantic
love triangle. Marty the zebra (Chris Rock)
learns that he might not be as unique as he
thought he was.
Current Affairs Editor
Is ingenuity nonexistent in today's
movie industry? Are banality and
lasciviousness the only options left for
audience worthy movie content? What in
the name of Charlie Chaplin is happening
to our movies? I am open to the creative
insanity of any writer or director, but
entertainment should entertain, "not
nauseate.
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno" is as
obvious and telltale as the title. Not overly
surprising, as getting straight to point has
always been writer and director, Kevin
Smith, claim
to fame (his
first film
entitled
"Clerks"
was about
clerks).
Smith's
newest
"work of art"
is riddled
with raw,
thoughtless
innuendos
that it is
genuinely
embarrassing to watch.
Long time platonic friends and
roommates, Zack (Seth Rogen, "Knocked
Up") and Miri (Elizabeth Banks,
"Definitely, Maybe") decide to make a
porno (or the politically correct term,
pornographic film), to get money in
their pockets and to keep a roof over
their heads. Zack enlists the help of his
"Madagascar 2" is a Musl See
see Pensacola natives, This Bike is a
Pipe Bomb. I had been waiting for this
performance, and they really exceeded
my expectiJtions. Their performance of
"Body Count" made me realize the reason
I started listening to them in the first place,
and the performance as a whole instilled in
me a new respect for their music.
Saturday began with a solo
performance by Matty Pop Chart at the
University of Florida's RUB Amphitheater.
His solo performance, as opposed to
his performance with Good Luck, truly
showed the softer, more timid side of him.
I had never seen him perform "Good Old
Water" live before, but his tenderness made
it the best performance of his set. Right
after Matty Pop Chart, Madeline Adams
performed some of her solo material. Her
best performance was of one her newest
songs "Dirty South," which will be on her
December LP "White Flag."
Afterward, it was time to see one of
my favorite bands, Andrew Jackson Jihad
at the Kickstand, possibly one of the
best performances of the entire weekend.
The guys in Andrew Jackson Jihad know -
how to please and get a crowd involved,
Almost always, their shows are giant sing-
a-longs, and this one was no different.
They performed nearly every song from
their "People Who Can Eat People are
the Luckiest People in the World" LP
and everyone sang along with ease and
enthusiasm.
The last great performance of The Fest
weekend came from Madeline Adams'
band, Nana Grizol at the Kickstand on
Sunday. Their show was more entertaining
and free-spirited than their music, and
secured a place for them as one of the best
live performances I had ever seen,
Now that The Fest weekend is over, I
can't help but wish it was still roaring on
in full force. Hopefully, all who attended
went home with similar feelings, and are
looking forward to The Fest 8 next year.
For more information on The Fest and
on the bands mentioned here, please visit
www.thefestft.com.
Once per year, around the last weekend
in October, The Fest, an extravaganza of -"
punk, folk, hardcore music and everything
in between, convenes in Gainesville, Fla.
An estimated 3000 kids descend on the city
of Gainesville expecting to see, hear and
party with their favorite bands. This year,
The Fest 7 began on Friday, Oct. 31 and
ended on Sunday, Nov. 2.
Aside from the great friendships made,
parties attended and the tankards of Pabst
Blue Ribbon ingested, the real reason over
2,000 20-something-year-olds attended
The Fest was for the music.
The Fest consisted of three days being
crammed from wall-to-wall with over _
250 bands, at over eight different venues,
playing almost every form of alternative
music you could possibly imagine.
Clearly, it would be impossible for one
person to attend every show at The Fest,
so I will review the best of the bunch or,
more appropriately, what I considered my
favorite performances of the weekend.
The Fest weekend began with
a performance by Good Luck, at
Gainesville's one and only bike collective,
The Kickstand. Good Luck's members
include musicians Matty Pop Chart
and Ginger Alford, who truly helped to
bring the band to life. Their pop-punk
sound and generally optimistic lyrics
made their performance enjoyable, and
had me comparing them to other bands
all weekend. The most enthusiastic
performance came during the song
"Pajammin." Not only was the band
excited to perform it for us, but we were
excited to hear it, and proved it by
singing along.
Next up, a little later that night, was a
performance by a local Gainesville band,
Quadrophones at The Atlantic. The night
before, I heard them practicing at the house
I stayed in, and was eager to hear them
really perform. That one performance
indicted that people would be seeing a lot
more of Quadrophones-in the future.
Further on in the night, it was time
to head over to Common Grounds to
Should the President Elect Push'
for Universal Healthcare?
r£OII"
want to re-examine as being acceptable. Case
and point, the results of a study funded by the
RAND Corporation found adolescents between
the ages of 12 and 17 who have a high amount
of exposure to sex on television were twice
as likely to become pregnant than those who
were not. Which makes me think, could the
story line be just as good without Justin-Bobby
of "The Hills" taking his shirt off? And if not,
then maybe we as viewers should ask MTV to
go back to the drawing board.
Now I love "The Hills" and other reality
shows just as much as anyone. But these
days, I even catch myself saying, what good
is coming out ofwatching a handful of rich
people getting drunk at clubs and causing
drama?
Now I am not saying start a petition to
boycott shows like "Survivor," or any other
show that may offer an escape from a hard
day's work or the mountains of school work
that we all have. I'mjust saying, if these shows
begin to become something that we anxiously
await or they become a sanctified ritual, then
we may want to start asking ourselves, 'is this
really something that is worth my time or
worthy of such praise? And if it isn't, maybe
we should be demanding more for our monthly
fee to Direct TV.
"I am really happy. This country needs change."
Elyssa Freund, a sophomore undecided major.
"I am very, very excited and ready for change."
Alexis Hernandez, a junior communications major.
"It was as expected."
Tien Nguyen, a senior biology major.
"Highly satisfied."
Alfonso H., a senior communications major.
"I'm excited about the outcome. I am a Democrat, so I went with
Barack Obama. I was really supportive and wanted him to win
the election."
Jennifer ,Joseph, a junior psychology major.
,"I'm very happy. I think Obama was the right choice for America, and
our country will see significant positive change during his term."
Darren Stern, a senior psychology major.
How Do You Feel About the Outcome of
the Presidential Election?
Kri~tine Belizaire
On The Scene
Editor's Note
Laura Starr
Editor in Chief
Current Affairs Editor
I was sitting at my desk, reviewing my e-
mails, and what pops up in my Outlook but the
online version of US Weekly. The front page
news story title read, "Lindsay Lohan and Sam
Ronson Rode the NYC Subway Wednesday."
I thought to myself, really? People doing
mundane things is worthy of front page news?
What's next, "Jennifer Aniston Takes an
Inhalation of Oxygen?" Stop the presses!
Now I know that it was US Weekly, so
I have to cut them a little slack as they print
, what sells. But on the note of what sells, do we
really want Fox television programs like "Hole
in the Wall," where contestants need to contort
their bodies to fit through odd shapes in a
moving wall, to represent what America deems
as acceptable entertainment?
A great movie reminds us of the dangers of
allowing what sells to be our only standard of
acceptance. The movie "Idiocracy" is a look
at America in the year 2050 in which we have
as a society become completely stupid. Here,
a visit to the doctor's office involves buttons
with body parts, which one pushes if he or she
has an "oweee" in that place, arid the doctor's
diagnosis may be "tarded" as is stated in the
movie. Again, I know this is a fictional film.
However, if we stop'demanding high quality
entertainment, who is to say that in another
42 ye'ars, our standards of acceptable living
wouldn't be that low?
On a more serious note, the amount of
sex on television may also be something we
Racquel Fagon
Variety Editor
Con
Universal health care. Even the term
seems utopian or unnaturally idealistic. A
large part of the American consciousness
is built on the ideals of self-reliance and
individualism. The hope of governing
one's own little world is the goal of most
Americans, giving them the power to live
the good life. Thus the abundant success
of private sector organizations in this
country.
The United States and global economy
flourish from the freedom to trade,
buy, sell and merge with innumerable
independent, private organizations in
the US. Integrity, optimum service,
guaranteed satisfaction are all
philosophies that organizations operate
by to increase productivity and revenue.
Taking health care out of the private sector
and putting it under governmental control
will prove to be detrimental not only for
the patients but healthcare on a whole.
There is a human tendency to
overindulge when things are at their
fingertips, as if to get all they can before
everything runs out. If health care is free,
people will naturally exploit the service.
People will "need" to see the doctor for
every ache and pain they have, from the
common cold to even a headache; things
the body's immune system can easily heal.
This non-criticalmedical care will deplete
man power and currency power on non-
immediate medical treatment, while the
more critical or immediate cases
must wait.
Furthermore, nothing is free in this
world, not even freedom is free. So, the
idea that no one will pay for this health
care, is absolutely preposterous. The
government has to get the money from
somewhere. And where do people think
the money will come from? You will pay
for it anyway! Every tax paying citizen
will have to pay for this "free" health care,
, regardless of health or need for medical
care. And when the tax dollars are not
enough to cover the costs, funding will
have to be cut in other areas, such as
education, cancer research or homeland
security.
. Another thing to note is that the
implementation of universal health care
will delete the necessity of insurance
companies. The domino effect will be
that a~se companies will go out
of business, therefore, a number of
employees will lose their jobs. Many
hospital clerks who deal with insurance
will also be out of a job. Even if most of
these people are hired to work within the
new governmental health care system,
their transition will be long, tedious and
extremely expensive. And where do you
think the money to do this will come
from? Again, you.
Opinions Editor
Pro
Stefani Rubino
As the economy worsens, families
are becoming more and more careful
about where their money is going. People
are spending money on immediate
needs instead of investing in health, life
or car insurance. Skimping on health
care coverage is becoming a national
trend, which means that the 47 million
Americans who are already uninsured will
continue to increase.
For a little while in the summertime,
it seemed as if the number of uninsured
Americans was decreasing somewhat until
the economy took a tum for the worse.
Studies done by National Public Radio's
"All Things Considered" and USA Today
during the months of September and
October show that health insurance is one
ofthe things people are cutting back on.
Considering the unpredictability of
anyone's health and the probability of
having an accident, taking money out
of health insurance premiums to pay for
groceries is probably not the greatest idea.
But then again, why should people have
to worry about paying for health insurance
when good health is a right that should be
guaranteed to all people?
For the most part, issues regarding the
economy and the war in Iraq have been
trumping the issue with health insurance
lately. However, people's lives are on the
line and elected officials should not ignore
this issue any longer.
One of the first orders of business for
the President-elect should be to create and
lock in a plan to universalize health care.
In the current economy, families should
not have to choose between paying their
premiums and buying groceries or putting
new brakes on their cars. They should
be able to go to the doctor without
worrying that they will have no way
to pay for the visit or the prescription.
At the very least, children should have
the opportunity to go to the doctor without
their parents wondering where the money
is going to come from. It is unfair that
middle-class people, or whatever is left
of them, work so hard and still receive
no healthcare benefits for themselves or
their families. This is clearly an injustice
that needs to be taken care of as soon
as possible. Families cannot go day-by-
day wondering what terrible thing might
happen to put them in a financial situation
they cannot see their way out of.
As time passes, the amount of
Americans without health insurance is
projected to keep increasing, which means
more families, more children and more
hard-workers will have to go without it.
If health care is universalized, people will
be able to live their lives without worrying
how to pay their medical bills, medical
attention will be there for them regardless
of whether or not they have an insurance
card and they will be able to get their
prescriptions when they need them.
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